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About This Game

This is johns.game, a Wasteland Survival Game.
You are here on Naben, a cold desert wasteland full of criminal activity, death, and loneliness. After fighting off the p
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OS: XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10
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Simply not good. Not like what I saw in the trailer. No menu or options.. This game, is okay. It gave me some giggles, but could
have been way better. Some things fixed maybe it would be worth more to invest my time in it. Also enemys move at the speed
of sound, much like Sonic.. Simply not good. Not like what I saw in the trailer. No menu or options.. I really like this game! It
doesn't have the best graphics, but it's a good game.. After Steam revoked my key for some reason, the developer actually sent
me a new key! Thank you! :). My first ever Steam review is also this games first ever Steam review. After purchasing a game
and being left with $3.07, I found nothing to buy. The next morning I went to school and when I came home I found this game
waiting. I bought it and deciding to play it. I get it and see how cute my little villagers are. Unaware of what to do I send a man,
Steve, on an adventure. Suddenly.bullets I think.start flying and Steve is dead. My other villagers stand there as I slowly starve.
People came out and shot one of my buildings, probably leading to this food shortage. I have alot of research left to do on this
game. If you have some spare change I recommend buying this game and trying it out. I very much do enjoy it. Toodles. The
game needs improvement but its good for a low price.. This game, is okay. It gave me some giggles, but could have been way
better. Some things fixed maybe it would be worth more to invest my time in it. Also enemys move at the speed of sound, much
like Sonic.. Although the game was vile when it has initially launched, the developer made an effort to work on this game and
I've to say his effort paid off! 6/10 -Could be better PS: Please make an easy mode thanks!( Only reason why I gave up on this)
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